Scrapbook photo albums are therapeutic for Alzheimer's patients
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Creative Memories is committed to helping end Alzheimer’s disease. In addition to the annual Time for Triumph campaign, we’re taking another step as a corporate sponsor of Alzheimer’s Association Memory Walks. With more than 600 communities taking part in Memory Walks throughout North America, the Creative Memories name and Mission will be in front of hundreds of thousands who may be caregivers, doctors or family members of those who have this memory-robbing disease.

No cure exists for Alzheimer’s disease. Consequently, caregivers have relied on various therapies to help patients. Creative Memories believes in and teaches the importance of preserving the past, enriching the present and inspiring hope for the future. We want to help the family members and loved ones of Alzheimer’s patients make meaningful albums to connect with one another.

Available studies on the use of scrapbook photo albums when working with Alzheimer’s patients are typically either anecdotal or involve only a small number of patients and are not well controlled. Several published reports document patients’ response to albums.

This review summarizes available information and suggests ways in which scrapbook photo albums might assist patients with Alzheimer’s disease. This review also gives Creative Memories Consultants and others information to assist Alzheimer’s patients and their families.

In general, published studies show that scrapbook photo albums enhance the well-being of both Alzheimer’s patients and others affected by the disease.

Photographs comfort patients

Photographs from the past allow patients to reminisce about pleasant times in their lives. Photographs from the present help patients relate to their current situation. The patient experiencing memory loss is able to “remember or recognize someone they love and know in a world where so many things are now unfamiliar to them.” A study by Ellen Mahoney of Boston College found that, in one instance, photos distracted the Alzheimer’s patient from the effects of Alzheimer’s disease.
Photographs provide additional information that allows Alzheimer’s patients to become comfortable with their environment. In one study, an Alzheimer’s patient in the United Kingdom used photographs to remember the names of members of his social club.4

### Scrapbook photo albums are therapeutic

Scrapbook photo albums assist trained professionals in treating patients with Alzheimer’s disease. A yearbook format scrapbook can serve as a therapeutic restorative biography. A biography of this type can make, “a profound difference in how late stage [Alzheimer’s disease] patients are perceived and understood.”5 Families relate to the patient through photographs and memories. Caregivers develop empathy and are able to see the patient as a human being.

Albums provide trained professionals with information about the patient for use as part of reminiscence therapy.6 These albums stimulate remote memories, which do not deteriorate as readily as current memories, to help patients deal with Alzheimer’s disease and improve general well-being.

The aim of reminiscence therapy is to empower the patient, provide pleasure and improve both the quality of life and the quality of care.7 Reminiscence therapy targets the patient’s self esteem and confidence and results in short-term improvements.8 Talking about the past can also facilitate communication and improve the patient mood.9 More comprehensive studies are required to better understand the benefits of reminiscence therapy.10

### Compiling a scrapbook photo album

Limited resources within treatment programs generally prevent professional caregivers from compiling therapeutic biographies. Consequently, this responsibility generally falls on the patient’s family or other volunteers. Also, the patient’s family has photographs and other memorabilia required for the scrapbook photo album and is in the best position to provide background information.

Share your knowledge about creating albums. Remember, you are not a licensed psychologist trained in phototherapy.11 But, you are able to share information about how to make meaningful albums.

The Creative Memories Memory Album Tutor™ provides helpful hints and journaling tips for creating a This is My Story album.

Recommend including photos of a patient’s family, friends and home environment; these offer a sense of security and happiness. Include both older and recent photos to assist patients with recalling past memories as well as more recent events.

Large, easily identifiable photographs are best. Many patients have poor eyesight and are unable to make out fine details in a small photograph.12 Make sure journaling is written clearly using large letters and simple language. A nurse or other caregiver can use these details to assist the patient.
If possible, include a photograph of the patient smiling: “Seeing a photograph of one’s self smiling usually elicits another smile, and helps instill feelings of happiness.”13

Share the importance of journaling. Let families know it’s best if patients do their own journaling. Or, encourage families to interview their loved ones about their childhood, family traditions and favorite activities.

Communication with Alzheimer’s patients requires compassion.14 Alzheimer’s patients live in a different world and are functioning in the moment. Any interaction with patients should reduce, rather than increase, anxiety.

Photographs and journaling related to traumatic events or national tragedies, such as Sept. 11, 2001, require special sensitivity.15 These photographs may cause the patient to relive the tragedy, with no therapeutic benefit.16 Avoid photographs and journaling that cause patients to feel pain. If a patient experiences anxiety, move on to another photograph or switch activities altogether.

Photographs and personal memorabilia help patients locate their rooms within treatment facilities.17, 18 For this application, use a duplicate copy of a photograph with the patient’s name in bold letters on a single album page. Place the album page in a Creative Memories Fridge Frame and then attach it to the patient’s door, with adhesive, if necessary. Older photographs may assist some Alzheimer’s patients more than more recent photographs.

Alzheimer’s patients can create meaningful albums
With assistance, patients with Alzheimer’s disease can create scrapbook photo albums. Creating an album is a meaningful activity. In one study, patients in Israel received assistance in creating albums.19 The patients identified each other, had a starting point for further discussion, and generally found the albums relaxing. In another study, an Alzheimer’s patient used a camera and journal to chronicle and remember events.20 This activity helped this patient track and review his daily life.

Conclusions
Finding a cure to Alzheimer’s disease will require time. Yet, patients suffering from Alzheimer’s disease need assistance now. Studies have shown that scrapbook photo albums can be one part of this assistance, and Creative Memories Consultants can encourage patients and their families to complete meaningful albums. In doing so, they will preserve the past, enrich the present and inspire hope for the future.

http://www.creativememories.com/AlzheimersAlbum.PDF
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